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Radiation-thermal technology lies
in carrying on physical-chemical
technology processes with the use of
ionized radiation in the form of beam of
accelerated electrons as source of energy.
Thuss a guided alteration of physical-
chemical properties of the treated
material is achieved which facilitates
technological processes in which it is
involved. The radiation treatment of
sulphidee non-ferrous metals features the
possibility of the dosed upsetting of the
state of equilifrium of the irradiated
medium by generating excitetion in the
electron and lattice subsystems. At that in
metastable states appear properties that
don't have analogs in these very substances
in the states of equilibrium. This creates a
possibility to alter the mechanism of
processes involving these substances in the
present diretion, to increase the efficiency
of the use of energy in the technological
processes. Sulfides - the most important
group of ore minerals, which are the raw
material, containing the most of non-
ferrous metals world reserves. Pure
sulfides and their synthetic analogs,
deviation of stoichiometry or impurities
content of which is thoroughly maintained,
are employed in technics, in electronics
especially. Many of sulfides find a use
as diamagnetic, paramagnetic and
antiferromagnetic semiconductors, crystals
with opticity and etc. That is why the
investigation of natural and synthetic
sulfides both on basis of experimental
works and from the theoretical

positions, are conducted by
physicists, chemists, metallurgists and
mineralogists.

This paper deals with the non-ferrous
metals sulfides in terms of their radiative
sensitivity, directed changes of their
physical-chemical, and hence technological
properties by ionizing radiation influence
both on sulfide minerals and on the
processes with their participation. It is
known, that ionizing radiation influence on
solid compounds are often accompanied by
chemical conversions. Main chemical
effects, especially as a result of quantum
and fast electrons irradiation, are often
made not by the bombarding particles, but
by secondary electrons, which spend the
most of their energy on the network
exitation and ionization. The chemical
conversion probability to the great extend
depends on whether the exited ionized
element of network will remain on its
spot or will leave its initial position, and
also of this violation recombination
possibility. Hence, the radiative-chemical
processes in solid are determine mainly by
nature and concentration of network initial
defects. The analyses of radiative-
chemical conversion in non-ferrous
metals sulfides can't be done without
knowing of the radiolysis mechanizm,
without comparison with more
investigated processes of their thermal
decomposition. Radiative-chemical stability
of compounds being irradiated is
characterized by corresponding product
of reaction output G (or of whole
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compound decomposition) per 100 eV of
energy absorbed.

Chemical decomposition of
compounds as a result of constant
energy feeding from the outside of either
energy factors influence (thermal
decomposition, proceeding at the
increased temperatures; photochemical
decomposition proceeding at the visible
or ultraviolet light influence; radiative-
chemical decomposition, proceeding in the
ionizing radiation field etc.) has common
characteristic features for all kinds of
decomposition and for all classes of
substances decomposed. The scheme of
solid-phase chemical compounds
decomposition is the sequence of the
following stages:
• electron subsystem exitation with the

free electrons and holes formation;
• electron exitation migration;
• of free electrons and holes

localization and step recombination;
• reagent (ion, atom or molecule)

transportation to localized electrons;
• primary reaction center formation;
• formation of thermodynamically

unstable particles of solid product of
decomposition;

• formation of thermodinamically stable
particles of solid product of
decomposition. At this stage
primordially homogeneous crystal of
substance decomposed transforms
into heterogeneous system, and at the
interface the reaction front is formed;

• growth of solid product particles due
to sequentially proceeding electron and
ion stages in reaction front;

• comparison of different processes
of solid-phase decomposition of
inorganic compounds and, in
particular, of non-ferrouss metals
sulfides, allow to reveal main
differences in their thermal and
stimulated by radiation decomposition
kinetics.

Kinetics of sulfides radiolysis differs
essentially from kinetics of thermal
decomposition /1,4/: inductional periods
here, as a rule, are absent, and after a
short initial nonstationary stage the process
further proceeds with constant speed in
stationary regime right up to deep
conversion levels. Apparently, the
difference in kinds of kinetics curves is
due to formation of solid product particles
during the sulfide radiolysis in the
conditions, when the constant of direct
reaction of thermodynamically unstable
particle growth violently exels the
constant of this particle dissociation. While
non-ferrous metals sulfides thermolyse the
direct reaction is the exitation of electron
from the valency zone to the level of metal
particle and, hence,

Kl=y lexp(-(Ev-

where yl- frequency factor, f - electronic
work function of metal, Ev - the valency
zone ceiling position. The reverse
reaction - is the metal particle ionization,
and its constant, hence, is equal K2=y2
exp(-(f -Ec)/kT), where Ec - is the zone of
conductivity ceiling position.

Kinetic condition of thermal
decomposition proceeding with due
account of aforesaid takes on the
appearance:

K\
K2 yl

Ev-Ec-2f
kT (1)

At the frequency factors being equal
yl= y2 from the condition Kl> K2
growth possibility with the speed constant
k2, which is produced as a result of metal
sulfide claster irradiation must exceed
the possibility of its dissociation with the
constant K2 it follows exp-(Ev-f7kT) >
exp-(f - Ec)k t), i.e. in this case the solid is
capable to be thermal decomposed only
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Tkr =

when the level of metal particle f is below
of the middle of forbidden zone. If yl=
y2, what most likely takes place, then
from the kinetic condition (1) it is
possible to determine the critical
temperature, at the increasing of which
the substance begins to undergo thermal
decomposition:

Ev+Ec-2f
K\nyl/y2 (2)

Actually it is determined experimentally,
that for solid salts, undergoing thermal
decomposition, there exist the
temperature of thermal decomposition
beginning. The equation (2) shows, that
this concept has the quite definite physical
sence 121.

While radiative-chemical decomposition
of sulfides the kinetic condition of metal
particles growth process takes other
appearance. Constant of free electron
generated by radiation capture process,
according to the theory of bimolecular
collisions, is equal:

Wl=fveSne (3)

where f - steric factor, ve- electrons
speed, S - cross section of electron and
metal particle interaction, which is in its
turn equal to
ne=Gl-hI te (where Gl-h output of
electron-hole pares generation, I
power of radiation absorbed doze, te- life
time of free electron).

With due account of aforesaid, the
condition of non-ferrous metals sulfides
radiolysis proceeding takes form of:

f v e S G l - h l t e . Ye-E\kT (4)

From this equation, in particular,
follows that there is quite definite critical
power of absorbed doze (or insident
radiation intensity), only above which the

process of chemical decomposition of
compounds begins. At lower values the
substance mustn't be decomposed
chemically. Such conclusion actually is
confirmed by experimental results on non-
ferrous metals sulfides irradiation by beam
of accelerated electrons /3-5/. The radiation
treatment of the sulphide non-ferrows
metals
can be carried out at industrial electron
accelerators. At present these is serial
production on industrial accelerators
highly productive in the radiation
treatment of sulphide mineral (about 150
000 tonnes of ore a year) with no more
than 100 lew energy consumption by one
accelerator.

CONCLUSION
1. The comparison of different kinds

of solid-phase decomposition of inorganic
compounds, in particular, thermal and
radiative-chemical non-ferrous metals
sulfides decomposition, indicates, that there
is deep community for all abovenamed
processes. The common process is the
transformation at the initial stage of
decomposition of primordially
homogeneous substance into
heterogeneous system with the reaction
front formation at the interface 16-91.

2. Kinetics of thermal decomposition
of non-ferrous metals sulfides and their
radiolysis has number of common
features as well. Both kinds of
decomposition have initial nonstationary
stage, during which the speed of process
changes from 0 to some stationary value.

3. Formation of primary solid product
particles, in both cases, occur, as a rule,
in the crystal ranges, which have
heightened reaction ability relatively to the
process. After the reaction front
formation fiither chemical decomposition
proceeds in stationary regime, and its
speed is determined by the reaction front
area and by the rate of electron exitations
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and reagents feeding to it.
4. The essential distinction of non-

ferrous sulfides radiative-chemical
decomposition from their thermal
decomposition is the practical lack of
induction period, when after short initial
nonstationary stage further the process
proceeds with constant speed in stationary
regime right up to the deep levels of
transformation. This difference, to all
appearance, is due to that during radiolysis
the particles of solid product are forming
in the conditions, when the constant of
direct reaction of thermodynamically
unstable particle growth essentially exeeds
the constant of dissociation of this
particle. During the thermal decomposition
solid product particles are formed in the
conditions, when the constant of direct
reaction is of one order or less than the
constant of reversed reaction.

5. Reaction front, which is formed at
the interface "initial substance-solid
product" plays double role. Firstly, in all
kinds of solid-phase decomposition it is
effective discharge for electron exitation,
where they are perished. Secondly, in
processes of thermolysis the reaction front
is the place, where the electron exitation
itself proceeds with greater probability,
than in the volume of substance. It is due
to that at the thermolysis the potential
barrier being jumped is equal to
difference between the electronic work
function of a solid product and the
valency zone ceiling position. The value
of this potential barrier is much less of
forbidden zone width. At radiolysis the
exitation of electron subsystem occur in
whole volume, exposed to energy factor
influence, more or less homogeneously.

6. The investigations of products of
different kinds of solid-phase
decomposition testify to their identity.
However, in case of radiative-chemical

decomposition, depending on the regimes
of irradiation there can be some
exceptions. This is connected with that at
the ionized radiation influence the
highenergy electron exitatiion are formed,
which sometimes, in principle, cant be
generated by other external energy
factors. If such electron exitations have
the probability of dissociation with the
formation of ion defects, relaxing further
to new molecules, then at radiolysis
nonradiational products of decomposition
can be formed.
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